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Executive Summary
African Rainbow Family is very humbled and proud to pull together yet another successful LGBTIQ refugee led conference
in the UK, Unreported! Conference calls for end to sexual abuse, sexual exploitation, domestic violence and slavery
including domestic servitude of LGBTIQ people seeking asylum refugees and the Home Office's high standard of proof
sexuality policy:


Conference exposes unreported sexual abuse, sexual exploitation, domestic violence and servitude in LGBTIQ
people seeking asylum community



Refugee speakers tell of their stories and experiences of sexual abuse, sexual exploitation and domestic
violence. Explore ongoing plights of LGBTIQ people seeking asylum in UK



Conference encourages victims to come forward for their voices to be heard



Calls for Home Office to drop its high standard of proof sexuality policy

African Rainbow Family listened to the loud call to make the group's conference, a yearly event as part of the positive
feedback from delegates from last year's conference, first ever organised by refugees in the UK; Part of History:
Celebrating Whom We Are, held June 2017 hence, unreported! in 2018 was organised.

African Rainbow Family's incredible speakers are:
1.
2.
3.

Baroness Liz Barker, Liberal Democrat member of the House of Lords
Barrister S. Chelvan, No5 Barristers’ Chambers, 2018 Attitude Awards Winner
‘Experts by Experience’ (LGBTIQ people seeking asylum and refuge)
 Veecca Smith Uka, Secretary and Co-ordinator, African Rainbow Family Leeds
 Abdullahi Oluwatosin Soneye, Director, African Rainbow Family
 Kate Hendickson, Member, African Rainbow Family
 Arnold Keungmeue Nzetem, Director, African Rainbow Family
 Charbel Fabrice Nonyeme Aboua, Member, African Rainbow Family
4. Julie Ward, Labour MEP for the North West of England
5. Carla Ecola, Director of The Outside Project, the UK’s first LGBTIQ+ crisis/homeless shelter.
6. Bev Craig, Labour Councillor for Burnage
7. Sandhya Sharma, Safety4Sisters North West
8. Robin Graham
9. Sophie Beer-O’Brien is Project Co-ordinator – Wellbeing at LGBT Foundation
10. Aderonke Apata LGBTIQ, Activist, Campaigner and Founder, African Rainbow Family
African Rainbow Family was able to reach a total of 28,194 people online (Twitter - 22,181 reach with the peak between
30th July 2018 and 11th August 2018; Facebook - 5,200 total reach, 132 responses and 23 tickets sold; Eventbrite - 813
page views and 90 tickets sold). 250 delegates attended the conference (maximum room capacity), 8 external speakers
and 6 members of African Rainbow Family each of whom told of their personal stories and other people's (anonymised)
experiences. A short film produced by members of African Rainbow Family, titled 'Unreported' was screened at the
conference to raise further awareness and visibility of the exploitation, sexual abuse and many other plights that LGBT
people seeking asylum face.
Of importance is also the honour accorded to African Rainbow Family by Baroness Liz Barker who donated raffle draw
gifts from the House of Lords and same from No5 Chambers.
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African Rainbow Family's stall was another way used to bringing people together to network and find out what a
wonderful work different organisations that exhibited their work at the conference do. The following organisations and
group showcased their incredible works: Manchester Migrant Solidarity, Greater Manchester Law Centre, Greater
Manchester Immigration Aid Unit, Rainbow Noir, UKLGIG, Safety4Sisters, Women Asylum Seekers Together, FiLiA, Lesbian
Immigration Support Group, LGBT Foundation and Independent Choices.
There were very nice feedback from delegates and speakers such as:
"Well done African Rainbow Family for addressing this sensitive issue, it is very brave of you people to call it out,
hopefully, this will be the beginning of the conversation to making victims speak out and get justice". From a delegate
who asked for anonymity.
Particularly overwhelming was the support and generous sponsorships in kind, venue and financial assistance from many
individuals and various organisations in making this year's conference a success. Unreported! wouldn't have been possible
without the supports that African Rainbow Family got from the following people and organisations:

Conference sponsors are:
1.

Olimpia Burchiellaro who helped with printing 200 copies each of conference programmes, speakers' packs,
conference feedback/survey forms and posters all the way from London.
2. Kirit Patel who helped to chair some conference workshop panels
3. Toby Bakare recorded all of the conference video coverage
4. Sandhya Sharma who helped to chair some conference workshop panels
5. The Federation: provided state of the art conference hall and different break-away rooms for workshops
and panel discussions
6. Co-op Foundation: provided classical Tech support - “This support was made possible through funding the Coop Foundation has received from Omidyar Network".
7. Co-op Group: sponsored catering
8. UKLGIG: gave funding to write this conference report
9. UNISON LGBT, NorthWest: gave financial support to hold community conference to further extend African
Rainbow Family's work with LGBTIQ people seeking asylum, refugees and linking with International Lesbian and
Gay Bisexual, Trans and Intersex Association (ILGA).
10. FiLiA, donated sandwiches for the conference
11. Reg catering catered for varieties of food, drinks and nibbles
African Rainbow Family's #WeAreHuman campaign was relaunched. This attracted high visibility and was well responded
to.
The overarching message from the conference was encouraging and that of interests in making Unreported!, the
beginning of a conversation to encourage LGBTIQs seeking asylum whom are victims of sexual abuse and sexual
exploitation to come forward and speak out in order to end these absurd practices.
African Rainbow Family is confident that you share the same passion.
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Introduction - Meet African Rainbow Family
African Rainbow Family (ARF) is set up and run by LGBTIQ people seeking asylum and refugees in Manchester to raise
awareness of the rights of LGBTIQ people seeking asylum and refugees of African heritage and the wider Black Asian
Minority Ethnic groups in the UK immigration system; after identifying the gap and need for an inclusive support
especially, in the wake of the growing toxic anti-gay persecutions they face for their sexuality such as constant
harassment, hate crimes and discrimination.
African Rainbow Family evolved out of our community needs and led by people affected by the issues affecting us. It was started
by a lesbian refugee in July 2014 as a safe space for LGBTIQ people fleeing persecution from their countries of origin to support
each other and just tell each other 'It's OK to be different' following her own personal lived experiences as a result of rejections
that she faces.
It was formally registered as a small non-for-profit organisation limited by guarantee in Sept. 2015 to offer guidance,
counselling, financial, training and housing support for Lesbian, Gay, Transgender and Intersex community and refugees.
We offer integration and welcoming activities to vulnerable LGBTIQ refugees and those seeking asylum. We are a self-help
collective, creating social change through the combination of systematic factors to influence government policies on
LGBT+ asylum application claims, network with a diverse social and political organisations in the LGBT+ community.
We remove isolation and support our emotional wellbeing through counselling and other confidence building and
empowerment activities. From nothing and with no money we have developed a national network of over 250 people
with branches in Manchester, Birmingham and Leeds due to increase in demand for our services across the UK with
membership representation of communities directly affected by inequality and injustice. Therefore, amongst our
membership are disabled people, people of African and Asian heritage who identify as LGBTIQ. We heavily rely on
volunteers to deliver the crucial and life saving work that we do. We will continue to help, support and nurture each other
until our work is no longer needed.
ARF is a unique group member led group that offer activities that complement statutory services because we
have the flexibility to meet specific needs and can work holistically with groups of people or our whole communities.
We move in to fill the gaps which others would struggle to reach – we offer support on trust, build our activities from
firsthand experiences and maximise the local knowledge and connections available at our fingertips.

What We Do
Although a person’s sexual orientation or gender identity may not be a source of distress, our members who identify
as LGBTIQ or any other type of non-conforming sexual or gender identity have expressed that they find the social stigma
and discrimination of living as a sexual minority a source of stress or anxiety.
This is more expressed by BAMEs and people seeking asylum whom have lived in the closet for long and are forced to shield
their sexuality whilst in their countries of origin in order to conform with societal norms where homosexuality is criminalised.
Sometimes they are met with death sentence. As a result, we provide various supports as shown below:
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We also make representations at immigration inquiries, influence policies in the UK and Europe wide in order to
contribute to social change, ensure dignity and fairness are at play when assessing and or supporting LGBTIQ people
seeking asylum including those that are non-LGBTIQ.
Our annual conferences have become powerful tools in raising awareness of issues directly affecting us. Through these,
we 'prescribe' appropriate recommendations and solutions for actual change.

©African Rainbow Family Conference 2018: Unreported!
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The conference: Unreported!
With the current #MeToo movement, it is important to bring to the fore, that often times than none, majority of people
seeking asylum are also subjected to various forms of sexual and domestic abuse from their partners; and sexual
exploitation from people who owe them duty of care.
It is important that we are not complacent and therefore ignore or loose scope of the bigger picture which entraps a large
proportion of LGBTIQ people seeking asylum and refuge’s community in the UK; whom have suffered sexual and domestic
violence even in the hands of their own family members which might necessarily include their partners.
It is happening in our community! We can’t turn a blind eye and pretend there is/are no problem(s) of sexual abuse,
sexual exploitation, domestic abuse/violence, trafficking and domestic servitude – modern day slavery in the LGBTIQ
asylum seeking and refugee community.
As ‘Experts by Experience’ with wealth of personal and direct experiences through the asylum and immigration system
for over a decade, campaigning for a social change in this draconian, toxic system and hostile environment; we know
that our community is constantly oppressed as a result of what people believe is our vulnerability; hence a pocket-full of
the mainstream population capitalise on this and exploit us. After all, we are not victims but survivors! #MeToo is
unreported in our community, African Rainbow Family shone the light on this at our 2018 annual conference,
Unreported! in Manchester on 11/08/2018 which highlighted the extent of active and subtle sexual / domestic abuse,
sexual exploitation and trafficking that exists in the LGBTIQ people seeking asylum’s community. It is often thought that
LGBTIQ people generally do not experience domestic abuse let alone people seeking asylum that have multiple
intersectional identities.
The asylum and immigration process is however ever ganging and complex. The onus of proof is on LGBTIQ people seeking
asylum in an hostile environment engrossed with deep rooted culture of disbelief that seeks to deport as many people as
possible just as in the Windrush Generation scandal.
As a result of the high standard of proof for LGBTIQ people seeking asylum to ‘proof’ their sexuality in order to be qualified
for refugee status, many have been forced into abusive relationships that they are forced to stick with for the period of
when their asylum applications are being assessed and determined. This could run into a year, two or more to resolve.
Most worryingly is the scale of sexual abuse and exploitation that takes place within some LGBTIQ asylum seeking support
groups by the staff/volunteers/coordinators that run these groups. These volunteers and or staff or coordinators owe the
fragile survivors seeking asylum duty of care and not to take advantage of their vulnerable circumstances to sexually
exploit them in the name of writing support letters for them to the Home Office to attest to their sexuality / gender
identity and attending Tribunal hearing to give witness on their behalf to 'confirm' their sexuality or gender identity.
The African Rainbow Family's conference, Unreported! involved LGBTIQ people seeking asylum who spoke about their
experiences of sexual abuse and violence that they have experienced and are still experiencing. Workshops on signs of
sexual abuse were presented and information on supports available for victims were discussed.
Speakers in the field of sexual and domestic abuse shared their knowledge and how the LGBTIQ asylum seeking
community can be supported. Reputable politicians also pledged their support for LGBTIQ people seeking asylum. Expert
Barrister on sexual orientation and gender identity (SOGI) delivered lecture on how LGBTIQ people seeking asylum can
break free from dependency on their abusers. Conference made recommendations on how to tackle this menace, sent
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strong unacceptable messages out to asylum seeking support groups that are sexually exploiting and predating their
members and calls on the UK Home Office to review their policies that are set up for people to fail.

Pictures At Conference

Baroness Liz Barker Speaking at the conference says:

are going to be flight risks to the extent that you have to

"Many of those countries where being LGBT is illegal,

pay £36000 a year to hold them in detention? It is in

are former British colonies. We gave people the laws

sane!

that persecute people around the world and it is our
obligation to change that. Not necessarily what the
Home Office does but so much the way that it does what
it does, the way that it treats people. ... Every time I
walked pass Luna House, I get a cream.

The more we work together, the more you supply
ammunition to those of us that are lucky enough to have
a voice , we will get closer to ending detention.
Detention is an inexcusable ....I am yet to come across
anybody who is transphobic who is not homophobic....
what is it that makes you think that LGBT asylum seekers
©African Rainbow Family Conference 2018: Unreported!

Give us all those bits of bad practice and all of those
stuffs you've been talking about. We need to get more
and more MPs and Lords firing in questions to the
government till we break down the power that the right
wing press has over them. Ordinary people in this
country do not want to see people being persecuted
when have been fleeing from persecution somewhere
else. The more we do that, the more we sustain each
other together, then the sooner we'll get to a point that
we would change the system. Our immediate priority
has got to be to end detention."
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Barrister S. Chelvan speaking on “Finding your own voice" at the
conference says: "The sexual exploitation [of LGBTI people seeking asylum]
occurs before they claim asylum or even after, it's at any stage. What happens
is that when individuals present evidence to support their claims in relation to
being LGBT+, they feel that they are reliant on these other individuals who
either tell them that without my supporting statement, you're not going to be
able to prove that you are gay or if you do not continue our relationship, this
power imbalance, then I would report you to the Home Office or you would be
removed and deported. One of the main purposes that this conference [Unreported!] seeks to do is that these individuals
can free themselves from the chains of sexual exploitation and domestic violence to be able to present themselves to the
authorities in a way where they can speak in their own voice to be able to get asylum and safety.
The DSSH (Difference, Stigma, Shame and Harm) Model enables people to tell their own stories to prove that they are
LGBTI without the reliance of other people. One of the key messages this conference gives is that those vulnerable
individuals are placed in severe dangers because they are exploited by other people who would tell them without their
assistance, they would never gain asylum [LGBTIQ people seeking asylum] must recognise that they do not need to
depend on them; that they can tell their own stories in their own voice and be listened to and gain safety in the UK. It
provides a humane approach as a positive tool to determine sexual orientation or gender identity".

Julie Ward MEP pledges support: “Theresa May’s championing of
a ‘hostile environment’ whilst she was Home Secretary has created a
devastating and cruel environment for hundreds of people fleeing to
the UK because of persecution. The situation for people coming to the
UK from African and Caribbean countries has never been easy, and
LGBTIQ persons face particularly high levels of violence, discrimination
and bureaucratic failure that undermine their human rights and
destroy their dignity. Multiple forms of discrimination are experienced
by LGBTIQ persons from Africa who seek asylum. The work of
organisations such as African Rainbow Family is therefore of utmost
importance in helping to expose the situation on the ground and
provide a support network and campaign.
The serious risks presented by a Tory Brexit should not be underestimated in the current climate. Withdrawal from the EU Charter of
Fundamental Rights will weaken LGBTIQ+ rights in a post-Brexit world,
with a risk of increased deportations of vulnerable people. The Home
Office policy of encouraging so-called ‘voluntary returns’ must also be
questioned in the light of increased use of ‘community organisations’ working alongside immigration officials to deliver
government targets on reducing immigration.
The conference had excellent support from the co-operative movement demonstrating Manchester’s long history of
collective action for social justice.”

Carla Ecola, Director of The Outside Project says:
"Listening to people's firsthand experience on same panel
with me [today], two members of African Rainbow Family.
One had personal experience of violence in detention and
another experienced violence and persecution in NASS
©African Rainbow Family Conference 2018: Unreported!
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accommodation. Those are really important stories to tell as they show the issues that we have within institutions here in
the UK who are set up to support people who are seeking asylum. When people are homeless because they abandon NASS
accommodation because they don't feel safe, don't feel able to approach mainstream services or mainstream service
don't accept people who have no recourse to public funds, they find out that their only option is to sleep rough on the
street. In our community, this is hidden homeless, people sleep in parks, squats or sofa surfing, then sexual exploitation
sets in as people go into bars, go home with other people that you don't want to necessarily want to; in order to feel safe.
Offering someone a sofa for the night doesn't give you the right to take advantage of them.
This conference is as important as much as the responses from people who attended and from African Rainbow Family in
enabling people to be able to ask for help or where to go for help and answering some of the questions that maybe they
are afraid to ask, like what would happen, will I become homeless? What would happen to the perpetrator? Are the Police
linked to the Home Office? How is this going to affect my asylum claim? A lot of answers to these were in today's
conference".

Bev Craig, Labour Councillor for Burnage says: "It is important for the
[Manchester] city council to show their political support and solidarity with
LGBTQ asylum seekers and refugees. For too long whilst we pride ourselves
in Manchester as open, welcoming, vibrant, diverse and tolerant city; we've
not been brave enough to talk about asylum seekers and refugees and
experiences of people that live in our city and what steps we can take to
improve the lives of people that are temporarily or permanently to live with
us or that pass through ... I don't think any government has got it right on
asylum seekers. I hope you can come to the council to share your
experiences about what you think we need to improve to help. I have come
today to listen to your experiences and stories because that's the only way.
If we don't listen we can't learn; if we can't learn we can't improve".

African Rainbow Family Members:

Aderonke introducing conference
©African Rainbow Family Conference 2018: Unreported!

Ariane singing 'Listen'
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Fabrice on country of origin information

Kate telling her story

Arnold's poem: Hope

Panel Discussion:
Sexual Abuse of LGBTIQ People Seeking Asylum:
Kate Hendickson, African Rainbow Family: "My Reality"
Abdullahi Oluwatosin Soneye, African Rainbow Family: "My Reality"
Carla Ecola, Director of The Outside Project: "Sexual Abuse of LGBTIQ people, its effects such as
homelessness. Support services available at the Outside Project and how LGBTIQ people seeking
asylum can access them should they be affected by sexual abuse or know someone who is " . Chair,
Kirit Patel

Domestic Abuse of LGBTIQ People Seeking Asylum and other Migrants:
Veecca Smith Uka, African Rainbow Family - “Intersectional Experience of Domestic Abuse Amongst
LGBTIQ People Seeking Asylum: the effects on their asylum application and mental health "
Sandhya Sharma, Safety4Sisters North West; Manchester, "Experience of Migrant Women Who Have
Experienced Gender Based Violence and have immigration issues, what solutions and support services are
out there for them to access or for someone else should they want to"
Sophie Beer-O’Brien is Project Co-ordinator – Wellbeing at LGBT Foundation - "Experience of LGBT
Foundation working with LGBT people experiencing domestic abuse, what support is available and how
people seeking asylum can access such services should they be affected by domestic abuse or know
someone who is". Chair, S. Chelvan.

Sexual Exploitation:
Experiences of Sexual Exploitation of LGBTIQ People Seeking Asylum
Abdullahi Oluwatosin Soneye, African Rainbow Family.
Aderonke Apata, LGBTIQ Equality Advocate and Founder
African Rainbow Family. Chair, Sandhya

©African Rainbow Family Conference 2018: Unreported!

Trafficking and Domestic Servitude of LGBTIQ People Seeking Asylum:
Veecca Smith Uka, African Rainbow Family
Kate Hendickson, African Rainbow Family. Chair, Kirit
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Case Study: Another Sexual Object
Another Sexual Object: T.N's experience of sexual exploitation by a volunteer at a lesbian support group read at African
Rainbow Family's conference on 11/8/2018
I was introduced to this lesbian support group for people seeking asylum based
on their sexual orientation for support around my asylum claim about two
years ago. I was very happy and excited that I eventually would get support by
being amongst lesbians like me and not feel lonely anymore!
When it's group meeting days, there's always this feeling of positive nostalgia
that I have. Not able to wait to arrive at the meeting and just be myself and
feel fulfilled. On this particular day, I received a telephone call from one of the
volunteers asking if I would like to meet up so that she could look at my Home
Office paperwork and see what steps she can take to help me.
Wow! I screamed on the phone, filled with happiness and respect for the group
for being concerned about my situation. We fixed a date to meet up at a cafe in
the city centre. As soon as I dropped the phone, I went on my knees and
internet image
started thanking God in tears for his favour and mercy and that finally, he has
sent me an angel to help me through the upheaval mountain of refusals from the Home Office and the Court not believing
me to be a lesbian.
I met with the volunteer as arranged, we started talking, she told me about herself and many women in the group that
have been granted through the hard work of the group. I managed to tell her about my life but it was traumatic doing so
and hoping that I will be as lucky as those women someday too.
We started exchanging calls, we'll talk, meet up for
meals and drinks subsequently we became friends and I
trusted her. She will invite me to her house, make me
meals, pamper me with gifts. Sometimes, we'll talk on
the phone into midnight about many things including
how she has helped many women in the group to get
their papers and now they are safe and living their lives.
I noticed that she would draw near me, kiss me on my
lips, stroke me on my hair. Timidly, I would move away
and sometime before I could manage to move away, her
hands would be all over me like an Octopus, touching
my breast, caressing and forcing a kiss on my mouth.
I became reluctant to meeting with her as frequently as
before as I wasn't comfortable being alone with her in a
closed / private place. She would call and tell me how
much she loves me and ready to stick her neck to ensure
that I get granted refuge.
I remember she said "I like black African women! With a
beam and grin on her face that looks like that of
someone whom has got a pack of freebie sweets. They
are neat, beautiful, loving and obedient" she continued
with emphasis on the obedience bit.
©African Rainbow Family Conference 2018: Unreported!

In my heart, I'm like yes, neat, beautiful, loving and
obedient you aren't far from the truth but, but, but the
obedient bit that you are referring to here isn't the kind
of obedience that I would apply to your description of
your numerous relationship experiences with black
African women.
They are submissive would rather fit in better. The
reason why I opted for submissive is that they are
reluctantly doing your bids as they see you as their
"saviour" whom they must not offend nor refuse
warming your bed; hence they are at your beck and
calls.
They must have loved you thinking you loved them too
as you are constantly saying to me too.
I recall closing my eyes and feeling dirty inside each time
I had to respond giving my body to you freely to be
violated! I would cry myself to sleep afterwards
whenever I'm alone and ask: why am I doing this to
myself? This is torture, enslavement and sexual abuse.
Suddenly, several thoughts will race through my head
telling me, she might genuinely love me; another one
Page 12

would say do you really have a choice? If you need a
good and weighty support letter for your case and a
witness that will state that "YOU ARE A LESBIAN" even
though they are unable to disclose the reason for their
conviction publicly; then roll on with this babes!

I can't report this nor share it with anyone else. I do
hope by sharing it anonymously, I would find some
relief.
I'm just another victim, another sexual tool, another
sexual object, another sexual slave!

Nothing makes me more worthless and dirty than when
I hear of how many people like me she had slept with in
the group whilst professing love to each one of us!

We Are Human: The Manchester Declaration
As generally known, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
states, ‘All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and
rights’ (UN General Assembly, 1948). It sets out, for the first
time, fundamental human rights to be universally protected.
Article 14 of this declaration states, ‘everyone has the right to
seek and to enjoy in other countries asylum from persecution’.
In 36 out of the 53 Commonwealth countries, love is
criminalised; including death penalty in 9 of these 36 countries.
It is evident that Britain exported this homophobic law to these
countries during colonial era. This has given rise to people fleeing their home countries to seek asylum in LGBT+ friendly
countries, including the United Kingdom (UK). Other people flee for different reasons too such as war, trafficking,
domestic abuse, genital mutilation, violence against women etc.
It is however, saddening that
under belly racism has crept in to
the UK institutions when it comes
to upholding these rights for
individuals fleeing any form of
persecutions from the state and
non state agents of their home
countries hence the
dehumanisation of people has
become the order of the day. This
they achieve when referring to

officially launched at our
conference on 18th August 2018.
A description that connotes the
image of scroungers, including
they come to ‘take our job’, ‘live
on our benefits’, ‘use our NHS for
free’, etc.

right to recognition everywhere as
a person before the law’ (UN
General Assembly, 1948); which
the UK signed up to.

people seeking sanctuary as
asylum seekers; a nomenclature
that has slipped into the wider
society and subsequently created
disharmony in the community.
In view of the above, it was agreed
at the African Rainbow Family
Conference in June 21st 2017,
Manchester that the conversation
needs to change! Hence it was

This culture of dehumanisation of
people seeking asylum is contrary
to Article 6 of the declaration
which states, ‘everyone has the

©African Rainbow Family Conference 2018: Unreported!

The use of this derogatory
classification unconsciously, has
toxically led to inadvertent
internalised racism by the people
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seeking asylum themselves and
their dehumanisation by those
supporting them. People therefore
portray themselves as they were
intended to be portrayed! – less
human, beggars, scroungers,
unworthy etc.
The We Are Human campaign is
asking that you join us in pledging
to change the conversation and
refer to us as (LGBT) People
Seeking Asylum And Refuge.

Signed up organisations and
individuals that declared to refer
to us as (LGBT) people seeking
asylum.
Aderonke Apata – Founder African
Rainbow Family; African Rainbow
Family; Manchester Migrant
Solidarity; Greater Manchester
Law Centre; LGBT Foundation;
Diane Hughes. Elop – Abimbola
Aroyewun; Steph;
Tony Openshaw – Writer
at Alternative Asylum
News. Previous Founder and
Manager of Asylum Support
Housing Advice (ASHA);
Fazilet Sadiq – Refugee member
LISG; SOGICA; Helen Jarvis; Joanne
Crumplin – Rep, USDAW; Trade
Union Congress Northern (TUC
Northern); Beth Farhat – TUC.

To sign up to the declaration on
behalf of an organisation or
yourself, send an email to
info@africanrainbowfamily.org
with the following information:
Organisation, Name, Position in
organisation or sign up above. Use
#WeAreHuman on social media.

Lesbian and Gay Support the
Miners; Virginie Assal – Women’s
Programme Inclusion Officer, LGBT
Foundation; Karen Daniels –
Secretary, Unite the Union, Hull
and East Riding Branch,
NE/407/27.

Contact us if you like to sign this
declaration and pledge to call us
People Seeking Asylum because
We Are Human and not born
asylum seekers!

©African Rainbow Family Conference 2018: Unreported!

Kim Rothman – Supervisor, HCAL;
Isaac; Genevra Afford – Service
Support Officer, Hull Culture &
Leisure Ltd; Sebastian Aguirre;
Lesbians & Gays Support the
Migrants; Sarah Blossom – Sloace;
Lionel Kahiha.
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Press Release:
LGBTIQ refugee conference calls for end to sexual abuse, sexual exploitation of LGBTIQ refugees and high standard of
proof sexuality policy



Conference exposes unreported sexual abuse, sexual exploitation, domestic violence and servitude in LGBTIQ
people seeking asylum community
Refugee speakers will tell of their experiences of sexual abuse, sexual exploitation and domestic violence. Explore
ongoing plight of LGBTIQ people seeking asylum in UK
 Conference will encourage victims to come forward for their voices to be heard
 Call for Home Office to drop its high standard of proof sexuality policy

Manchester will host again, the second LGBTIQ people seeking asylum and refugee conference today [11th August],
shining the light on the extent of active and subtle sexual and domestic abuse, sexual exploitation, modern day slavery
and trafficking that exists in the LGBTIQ people seeking asylum’s community in the UK. Mostly perpetrated by people who
owe them duty of care.
The conference will, following the #METOO movement, feature LGBTIQ refugee speakers telling their personal
experiences of abuse, exploring how the hostile environment which seeks to deport as many people as possible in order to
meet Home Office’s set targets, such as in the Windrush Generation; has reinforced a high standard of proof sexuality
policy in the Home Office leading to many LGBTIQs being refused asylum and highlighting the plight still faced by LGBTIQ
people seeking asylum today.
In many countries, particularly in Africa, homosexuality remains illegal and violent attacks on LGBTIQ people are common.
Many are forced to flee, some to the UK, after being publicly ‘outed’.
Gay people seeking asylum coming to the UK face significant barriers. The Home Office culture of disbelief has meant that
it refuses to accept that any LGBTIQ seeking asylum are homosexual unless they provide ‘proof of sexuality’. This position
is an extremely toxic shift towards high number of deportation following the ruling in 2010 which prohibits the Home
Office from deporting LGBTIQ people seeking asylum on the grounds that they could ‘be discreet’ about their sexuality in
their home country to avoid harm.
We know that the Home Office has and continues to illegally and forcibly deport many LGBTIQ people seeking asylum
through its brutal charter flight methods.
‘Experimental’ data released by the Home Office in November 2017 for LGBT+ asylum cases (01/07/15 – 31/03/17) shows
that over two third of 3,535 asylum applications made partly as LGBT+ were rejected.
2,379 clear LGBT+ claims were rejected, with only 838 approved.
The conference is being organised by African Rainbow Family (ARF), a charitable group that supports LGBTIQ people of
African heritage and wider BAME in the UK. ARF works with the growing African LGBTIQ people seeking asylum and
refugee communities including wider BAME who face harassment, hate crimes and discrimination.
It will see a call on the Home Office to abandon its ‘high standard of proof sexuality policy, which ARF says is demeaning,
humiliating, dehumanising, cruel and a driver of the culture of sexual abuse and sexual exploitation in their community.
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Speakers will include:


Baroness Liz Barker, Liberal Democrat member of the House of Lords



Barrister S. Chelvan, LGBTIQ No5 Barristers’ Chambers, 2018 Attitude Awards



‘Experts by Experience’ (LGBTIQ people seeking asylum and Refuge)



Aderonke Apata LGBTIQ campaigner and founder, African Rainbow Family

Aderonke Apata, Founder of the ARF and a long-term campaigner on LGBTIQ asylum, who is also speaking at the
conference, said:

“We are starting a cultural revolution which forms a platform to inspire LGBTIQ people seeking asylum to come forward,
tell their experiences of sexual abuse and sexual exploitation and let their voices to be heard in order for us to see
consequences in terms of their perpetrators who owe them a duty of care to be brought to justice.
“The Home Office’s high standard of proof policy drives a culture of sexual abuse, sexual exploitation, domestic abuse,
modern day slavery and all forms of emotional, psychological and mental problems in the LGBTIQ people seeking asylum’s
community.
“I ask that the Home Office drops their high standard of proof in sexuality policy as well as the wider asylum applications.”
/ENDS

Notes to editors:
More information and tickets to the conference: https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/unreported-sexual-abuse-exploitationof-lgbtiqs-seeking-asylum-uk-tickets-48018563817
More information about the African Rainbow Family: https://africanrainbowfamily.org/
For press request, contact: aderonkeapata@africanrainbowfamily.org and info@africanrainbowfamily.org
Homosexuality remains a criminal offence in 72 countries and in 14 is punishable by lengthy imprisonment and in 8, death
– including in Nigeria, Uganda, Cameroon, Central African Republic and Pakistan

Quotes:
"This was an important African Rainbow Family conference on the sexual, physical and psychological harm, distress and
exploitation of those seeking asylum and refuge in the UK. The Unreported Conference raised awareness of the
sensitive, painful and difficult issues presented by powerful personal testimonies. The conference urge practitioners,
commissioners and service providers to listen to their demands for better protection, safeguards and justice for
vulnerable groups especially women and young people in our society." Kirit Patel, Southern Voices.
"It was really powerful to listen to the experiences of African Rainbow Family members and their experiences of
domestic violence, sexual abuse and exploitation and really highlights all the work that still needs to be done within
BAME communities, particularly with those who are seeking asylum." Sophie Beer-O’Brien – Project Co-ordinator Wellbeing LGBT Foundation
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Sharing Meals
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Stalls

Raffle Draw Prizes
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African Rainbow Family Annual Conference Programme
Unreported! Sexual Abuse & Exploitation of LGBTIQs Seeking Asylum, UK
Programme: 9.30am - 5pm, 11/08/18. The Federation House Manchester. M4 4BF
9.30am

Registration opens

10.00am

Welcome address: Aderonke Apata, LGBTIQ Equality Advocate and Founder of African Rainbow
Family and Councilor Bev Craig

10.15am

Icebreaker: Robin Graham

10.20am

Poem, Arnold Keungmeue Nzetem, African Rainbow Family

10.25am

The asylum seeking environment, UK and EU, Julie Ward MEP

10:40am

Questions + Answers

10.50am

"Another Sexual Object": Personal experience of sexual exploitation, T.N , African Rainbow Family

11.00am

My Story, Charbel Fabrice Nonyeme Aboua, African Rainbow Family

11.05am

Film Screening, Unreported! Part 1, African Rainbow Family

11.15am

Coffee break

11.30am

Panel Discussions 1 & 2 Sexual Abuse & Domestic Abuse of LGBT+ people (run concurrently in different
rooms)
Panel 1: Sexual Abuse of LGBTIQ People Seeking Asylum
Kate Hendickson, African Rainbow Family: "My Reality"
Abdullahi Oluwatosin Soneye, African Rainbow Family: "My Reality"
Carla Ecola, Director of The Outside Project: "Sexual Abuse of LGBTIQ people, its affects such as
homelessness. Support services available at the Outside Project and how LGBTIQ people seeking
asylum can access them should they be affected by sexual abuse or know someone who is "
Panel 2: Domestic Abuse of LGBTIQ People Seeking Asylum and other Migrants
Veecca Smith Uka, African Rainbow Family - “Intersectional Experience of Domestic Abuse Amongst
LGBTIQ People Seeking Asylum: the effects on their asylum application and mental health "
Sandhya Sharma, Safety4Sisters North West; Manchester, "Experience of Migrant Women Who Have
Experienced Gender Based Violence and have immigration issues, what solutions and support services
are out there for them to access or for someone else should they want to "
Sophie Beer-O’Brien is Project Co-ordinator – Wellbeing at LGBT Foundation - "Experience of LGBT
Foundation working with LGBT people experiencing domestic abuse, what support is available and
how people seeking asylum can access such services should they be affected by domestic abuse or
know someone who is".
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12.10pm

Questions and Answers

12.20pm

Stall visits

12.40 pm

Lunch

1.40pm

Song - Listen, Ariane, African Rainbow Family

1.50pm

Personal experience of sexual exploitation BN, African Rainbow Family

2.00pm

S. Chelvan, Barrister, No5 Barristers’ Chambers, 2018 Attitude Awards.
“Finding your own voice: the DSSH model and how this approach strikes out dependency on
exploitation”.

2.25pm

Questions + Answers

2.35pm

Panel 3: Sexual Exploitation
Experiences of Sexual Exploitation of LGBTIQ People Seeking Asylum
Abdullahi Oluwatosin Soneye, African Rainbow Family
Aderonke Apata, LGBTIQ Equality Advocate and Founder African Rainbow Family
Panel 4: Trafficking and Domestic Servitude of LGBTIQ People Seeking Asylum
Veecca Smith Uka, African Rainbow Family
Kate Hendickson, African Rainbow Family

2.55pm

Questions + Answers

3.10pm

Aderonke Apata, LGBTIQ Equality Advocate and Founder African Rainbow Family
"Domestic Abuse As It Affects LGBTI Asylum Seekers - Intersectional Experience"

3.25pm

Questions and Answers

3.35pm

Coffee break

3.50pm

Film Screening, Unreported! Part 2, African Rainbow Family

4.10pm

Questions + Answers

4.20pm

Baroness Liz Barker, Liberal Democrat Lords
Parliamentary Support for LGBTIQ People Seeking Asylum

4.40pm

Questions and Answers

4.50pm

We Are Human Launch & Closing Plenary

5.00pm

Raffle Draw & Conference ends
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Conclusion
Now sexual exploitation of people seeking asylum does
not just sit in the house with the exploiter, it catches
Uber and drops in front of their victims' houses!

It is incredible that some people are immuned to shame.
After all, shame is the weapon that is used to hold the
top in line.

The appalling, disgraceful and inhumane decision
making of the Home Office on peoples' lives culminating
from the culture of disbelief and the hostile
environment are recipes for oppression, repression,
abusive and sexual exploitation casseroles that are
served to LGBTIQ people seeking asylum by people who
owe them duty of care.
MeToo, Time's Up and We Are Human!

Is there anyone amongst us here today or that would
watch the video of this conference afterwards or read
the conference report that engages in such act? Who
sees people seeking asylum as their sex slaves as a result
of their own privilege positions as part of an
organisation, support group or individuals supporting
LGBTIQ people seeking sanctuary?

All of these people that have and are experiencing
sexual, emotional, psychological exploitation including
coercion are survivors of a slow and emotional death
when they were caught in a web of lies in relationships
that they were not mentally, physically, sexually and
psychologically connected with whilst back in their home
countries as well as being in the closet in the UK. It is
horrifying to see people who owe them duty of care to
further add to their pain by sexually exploiting them and
taking advantage of their perceived vulnerability.
In this hostile environment, where victims of crimes that
report crimes to the police are in turn reported to the
Home Office by the police whom are supposed to get
justice for them. Victims of crimes are subsequently
detained by the Home Office to be deported! This
miscarriage of justice in the name of meeting
immigration targets has formed part of ammunition for
perpetrators to continue to exploit people seeking
asylum.
Another factor that is emboldening perpetrators is them
knowing the dehumanisation of people seeking asylum
by the Home Office, Tribunal Courts and some other
authorities as non-credible, hence they will not be
believed by the police if they report any case of
domestic, sexual abuse and or sexual exploitation.
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Search your hearts, conscience and deeds if your
hunting ground is your support group or professed
support for people seeking asylum. You know who you
are, most importantly, we know who you are. I implore
you to cease from such activities.
Some see it as an act of just going in and coming out
after 10mins or whatever time it might last, to some it is
much more than that - it is about sharing one's body,
heart and soul hence they want to cherish every
moment and hold on to the memory for a long period if
not the rest of their lives!
Imagine, just imagine the damage that you or me could
have caused for our pleasure should we be engaged in
exploiting people that we owe a duty of care.

Conference, I therefore ask that we look inward and
resolve to desist from such dubious, cheap, excruciatingpain causing and dehumanising violating behaviour that
brings nothing but everlasting psychological damage to
our victims that have survived horrendous abuse back in
their home countries and the egregious unimaginable
hostile environment created by this government when
exercising one's human rights.
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Debrief
After the conference, planning committee members had a debrief to learn
what worked well, what needed to be improved upon and take forward
any identified issues through delegates' feedback and own observation.
The positive feedbacks from delegates, online and on one to one from
people was very useful.
It was identified that publicity of the conference didn't start on time. This
was said to not have had any effect as the venue could only take 250
people due to health and safety purposes. Attendees were more than 250
which meant some were turned away as soon the allowed capacity was
hit. Members are to be consulted at wider group meetings for suggestions
on the topic of next annual conference as always done.

APPENDIXES
Screenshot of Facebook total audience event reach of Unreported! Sexual Abuse & Exploitation of LGBTIQs Seeking
Asylum, UK, 11/01/2018.
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Screenshot of Twitter total audience event reach of Unreported! Sexual Abuse & Exploitation of LGBTIQs Seeking
Asylum, UK, 11/01/2018.
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Useful Information:
If you or someone you know is affected by any issues raised at the conference, below are some services you can contact
for support:
African Rainbow Family: https://africanrainbowfamily.org/
Modern Day Slavery Helpline: https://www.modernslaveryhelpline.org/
The Outside Project: http://lgbtiqoutside.org/
Domestic Abuse Support: https://www.idas.org.uk/our-services/domestic-abuse/
LGBT Foundation: https://lgbt.foundation/
Safety4Sisers: https://www.safety4sisters.org/
Victim Support: https://www.victimsupport.org.uk/
Your local Police station or Police on 999.
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